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UNIQUENESS OF THE DYER-LASHOF OPERATIONS

JAMES E. McCLURE

Abstract. It is well known that the Steenrod operations are uniquely determined by

certain of their properties, namely stability, the Cartan formula, and the unstable

property. In this note we give a similar characterization of Dyer-Lashof operations.

The Dyer-Lashof operations Q' are natural homomorphisms in the mod p homol-

ogy of Ex spaces which have the following properties (see [2] and [1, I §1]; we

remind the reader that Ex spaces need not be connected).

(A) If p = 2, Q' has degree i and Q'x = 0 (respectively, Q'x = x2) if the degree

of x is greater than i (respectively, equal to /). If p is odd, Q' has degree 2i(p - 1)

and Q'x = 0 (Q'x = xp) if the degree of x is greater than 2/ (equal to 2i).

(B) The external Cartan formula holds:

Q'(xxy)= ZQJx*Q'-Jy-
j>0

(C) Q'a = oQ', where a: HnQX -> Hn + XX is the homology suspension.

Our main result is the following.

Theorem. Let R', i > 0, be any sequence of natural homomorphisms in the

homology of Ex spaces satisfying (A), (B) and (C). Then R' = Q'.

This is analogous to the uniqueness theorem for Steenrod operations given in [5,

Chapter VIII] and [3, §10], but the proof will be quite different.

The proof will consist of several lemmas. To simplify the notation we begin with

the case p = 2, so that H+ denotes mod 2 homology. The odd primary case goes

through with some minor changes which will be noted at the end.

Let EX denote £E ■ X2 XJ, where £2 is a contractible free 2y-space and the

symmetric group operators on X> by permuting the factors. Let i: X X X -* E2X

be the inclusion, and let

dj\ Ej(XX Y) -» EjXX EjY

be the map taking (e, xx, yx,..., Xj, yf) to (e, xx,..., x¡, e,yx,..., yf). Recall that if

x is an element of HnX then Q'x is defined to be (£2)*(e;-n ® x2)> where the map

£2: E2X —> X is part of the Ex structure for X. We can give a similar factorization

for  R'   by  using  the construction CX given in [4,  §2].  The space  C(X+)  is
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homeomorphic to (Ui>x EjX)+, and we write iry. C(X+) -* EjX for the projection

and À: X -* X+ for the inclusion. For each j > I and each (not necessarily Ex)

space X we let R'f be the composite

HnXX-ÍH„(X+) - HnC(X+) * Hn+iC(X+) Z HH+lEjX;

note that if R' is equal to Q' we must have R'j = 0 for j + 2 and R'2x = el_n <8> x2

îorx g HnX.

Lemma 1. If x g HnX then

Rnx = I U(x X x)     //y = 2,
10 otherwise.

Proof. The diagram

Xx X -^        £2*

i(i,oX)x(i, = X) 1

C(*+) X C(Z+) -»      C(A-+)

where the bottom map is the product map in C(X+), commutes by the definition of

the product. The result follows from property (A).

Lemma 2. (dj)^R'j(x X y) = Lk>0R]x X R'fky.

Proof. Let d: C((X x Y) + ) -> C(X+) X C(Y+) be induced by the projections

px and p2 of ( X X Y)+ onto X+ and Y+. Then d is an Ex map, and hence

d+R'iuXiix X y) = R'd^X^x X y)

= ä'(tj Xtj)»(/»j X|),)tÀ.(iX)»)

= R'(t]*\*x X r¡*\*y)

= L ä*ij*A,jc X R'-ki,^y
k>0

by property (B). The result follows since (<n¡ X w.)» d = dj° tt¿.

Lemma 3. /?^ = 0 /ory # 2.

Proof. Let P be the one-point space and let g: EjP -» P be the unique map. Let

te/// be the identity element. The composite

EjX = Ej(X X P) 4 £}* X £yP -^*£/A' X P = £,Jf

is the identity. Hence for any x g Hn X we have

R'jx = (1 x g),(«f,).5j(* X e) = I S;-*jc X g,R>
A»0

by Lemma 2. Now g*Rje = 0 for k > 0 for dimensional reasons, and R°e = 0 if

7 =£ 2 by Lemma 1. The result follows.
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Lemma 4. If Xis an Ex space andx G HnX then R'x = (i;2)*R'2x.

Proof. Consider the diagram

-   Hn + IE2X

UHnC(X+)->'Hn+lC(X+)

* HCX
R'

JÍ2).

u

EIn + iX

-* H„ + £X

Here £ is the map given by the Ex structure and the triangle commutes by

definition of £ and £2. The upper rectangle commutes by Lemma 3. The two lower

rectangles (in which the unmarked arrows are induced by the projection X+^> X)

commute by naturality. Since £ is an Ex map we have ^R'r¡tx = R'^t]^x = R'x as

required.

By Lemma 4 it suffices to show R'2 = Q2 for all ;', where Q'2 is constructed from

Q' in the same way that R'2 is constructed from R'.

As usual, we filter CX by letting FkCX be the image of

f   Li   EjX)   czC(X+)^CX.

We write FkH^CX for the image of the map H*FkCX -> H*CX; recall from the

proof of [1, Theorem 1.4.1] that this map is in fact a monomorphism. By Lemma 3

we see that R'y¡#x is in F2H*CX for any x g H„X.

Now let s„ g HnS" be the fundamental class.

Lemma 5. R't)*sn = Q't)*sn in Hn + lC(S") for all i and «.

Proof. The result is immediate from property (A) if /' < «, so we assume i > n.

The proof of [1, Theorem 1.4.1] shows that F2Hn+iC(S") is generated by Q'r¡*sn,

hence R'T]*sn is a scalar multiple of Q'r¡*sn. To determine what multiple we consider

the composite

F2Hn + lCS" c Hn + lCS" - Hn + IQS" = Hn + ß'-ßS'C'H2¡QS'.

By properties (A) and (C) this map takes both Q'rimsn and R'7]j„sn to (rj^s¡)2 =£ 0.

The result follows.

Next we must consider a reduced version of £2. Let D2Xdenote £Z2+ A z (X A

X). The maps i and d2 pass to the quotient to give

i.XAX-*D2X   and    82:D2(X A Y) -» D2X A D2Y.

Let R' be the composite

HnX c H„X^Hn + lE2X -» ¿„^A*,
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where the last arrow is induced by the evident quotient map E2X -* D2X. By

Lemmas 1 and 2 we have

(1) R"x = t*(x Ax)    if x g H„X

and

(2) (*2)«*f(* A .v) =  I *y* A R'-Jy.

j>o

The space Z)2(X+) is homeomorphic to (£2A')+, and it is easy to see that the

composite

H„X = H„X+ * Hn + ID2(X+) = Hn + ,E2X

is R'2. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to show R' = Q' for all i.

Lemma 6. R'sn — Q'sn for all nonnegative i and n.

Proof. The quotient map E2X -* D2X factors as

£2X -» £2CJV -» F2CX/FXCX = D2X.

Since H*F2CX -* H+CX is monic, we see from Lemma 5 that R'2sn and Q'2sn have

equal images in Hn + lF2CS". Hence they have equal imges in Hn + iD2S".

Next recall from [6] that any element x g H„ X is represented by a based map

hx: S"+m -» K(Z2,m) A X

for some m. By Lemma 6 we have

(3) (82)*Rt+m(hx)*s„+m = (S2)*Ôi+m(Aj*i„+m

in H*K(Z2, m) ® Ä*X We wish to compute the components of each side of (3) in

H2mK(Z2, m) ® Hn + iX. Let e* be the fundamental class of HmK(Z2, m) and let em

be its dual. The definitions imply that the slant product £%\(hx)*sn + m is x, hence

(hx)*s»+m = £m® x modulo higher degrees in HjfK(Z2, m). Now equation (2) gives

{*i)Jk!+m{hx)*n+m - Rmem ® k'x

modulo higher degrees in H)fD2K(Z2, m). The same calculation holds for Q' + m, so

we have

(4) Rmem 9 R'x = Qmem 9 Q'x.

But by equation (1) we have R"'em = Q"'em = t*(em A em), and the latter element is

nonzero by [1, Theorem 1.4.1]. Thus equation (4) implies the theorem when p = 2.

When p is odd the argument must be modified somewhat. The number 2 should

be replaced by p throughout and all two-fold cartesian and smash products X X X

and X A X replaced by />fold products. The operation R' increases degrees by

2i(p — 1) instead of by /'. In addition, the following specific changes are needed.

Lemma 1 should read:

If x g H2n Athen

^„ = (i*xp    if j = />,

'      \ 0 otherwise.
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In the proof of Lemma 5 we may assume that 2/ > «, and the map a' " should be

replaced by

o2'~": Hn + 2,(p„X)Q2i-"QS2' - H2piQS2'.

Equation (1) should be replaced by

R"x = /*(x(/,))    dx^H2nX.

In the argument following Lemma 6 the map hx should go from S" + 2m to

K(Zp, 2m) A X for some m. The elements sn + m and em in that argument should be

replaced by sn+2m and e2m. To conclude the argument one computes the compo-

nents of each side of equation (3) in the group H2pmK(Zp,2m) 9 Hn+2i(p_X)X.
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